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ABSTRACT
A miniature quadrupole mass spectrometer array [QMSA, see 0. J. Orient et al: Rev.

Sci. Instr. 68, 1393 (1997) ] hasbeendesignedandbuilt

for NASA flightmissions.

These missions include detection, by astronauts in EVA, of N,,

0,, and

NH, leaks in

thehulloftheInternationalSpaceStation,andofadsorbedhydrazineson
astronauts'suits.Thefully-adaptedastronautsystem,
readout, is calledtheTraceGasAnalyzer

the
with all softwareandvisual

(TGA). Wheninterfacedwithaminiature

gas chromatographic system, the QMSA will be useful for a variety of NASA missions
involving more complex gas mixtures. The missions include planetary exploration (to
Venus, Europa, Titan, etc.), as well as cabin-air monitoring for long-duration human
flight to the Moon, Mars, and beyond. A description of the TGA system and miniature
GC front end is given, and test results are shown for CO and OCS mixtures in CO, and
N2. A variety of possible flight applications is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Miniature
mass
spectrometry
powerful
is
a
tool
for
identifying
atomic,
molecular,
and
biological
species,
and
their

abundhce, in plasma,
a
complex

atmosphere, liquid, subsurface, or on a surface. With suitable

front ends (e.g. , a gas

chromatographforgasmixtures,oramicroextractionsystemforvolatilegases
dissolved in liquids) the mass spectrometer (MS) will find use in long-duration human
flight (LDHF) tomonitor in thespacecraft the atmosphere,thequality

of drinking

water, and the microbial content of the air and surfaces. In robotic planetary missions
one can study atmospheres and geology of outer planets and satellites, where missions
aresensitiveto

the mass,power,

and volumeofinstruments

lS2.

Within NASAs

Advanced Environmental Monitoring and Control Program (AEMC) detection of trace
toxic species in the air and water supply are crucial to astronaut survival in LDHF. As
a result, there are presently aboardthe International Space Station(ISS) more than four
different types of sensors for vapor detection. These are:
MajorConstituentsAnalyzer(MCA),
(breath
analysis),

(1) a magnetic sector as the

(2) aquadrupole MS formedicalmonitoring

(3) proposed
a ion-mobility
spectrometer
with

two gas

chromatographs (GCs) for monitoring cabin air,and for detecting hydrazines in the ISS
air lock, (4) a variety ofCO detectors andsmoke alarms3. Someoftheseunits(the
MCA, quadrupole, and ion-mobility spectrometer) occupy about

1-2 racks each on the

ISS. There would be a signifcant savings in mass, volume, power and cost

loss in pefonnance -- i f these sensors could be replaced
spectrometer array.. FutureexpansionsoftheISS,or

-- with no

by a single, miniature mass
for thatmatterofanyspace

capsule, will be more reasonably and economically met by instrument shrinkage, rather
than by physicalexpansionofthecapsuleitself.Moreover,miniatureMSscouldbe

placedineachmoduleorcompartmentforfastresponse

and highlocalization.

missions to Mars and beyond, where commodities will be

at a premium, such savings

are crucial to mission viability and success.
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On

The present generation of quadrupole MSs being flown on Galileo and Cassini
are based on 1970s technology. They weigh approximately 9-12 kg and consume about

25 watts power. With smaller MSs (mass about 1 kg and power of 3-6 watts)
planfastermissionsto

one can

the outerplanetsandmoons,especiallytoJupiter,Europa,

Saturn, Titan, Pluto, and Triton where one expects a dynamic and complex mixture of
gases. One can even consider multiple MSs, for example into Io’s orbit to measure the
a volcanic eruption on Io. Another

time evolution of the torus plasma, especially after

benefit of miniature spectrometers is realized in a landed package where the small size

of the device, and its survivability to large g-forces, enables science measurements that
cannot be contemplated now. Mars, asteroid, and comet surface penetrators can benefit
from a miniaturized, survivable oven/GC/calorimeter interfaced to an MS.

Use of a

miniature GC can confirm species
The requirements for ISS cabin air and water purity

are given by Ganapathi et

al. (1996).
Requirements

are in terms
of

Spacecraft
Maximum

Allowable

Concentrations (SMACs)for

air, and Spacecraft Maximum Contaminant Levels

(SMCLs) for water. The species on the SMACs list includes majority species
CH,, 02, H,O, CO,and

NJ presentatthe10-7000ppmlevels.

(Hz, CO,

There are also

approximately 40 trace species on the SMACs list, and are in the concentration range

0.02 ppm (acrolein) to lo00 ppm (ethanol), and include, for example, acetaldehyde
pprn),methanol

(2

(7 ppm),acetone (22 ppm),xylenes (50 ppm),dichloromethane(3

ppm), andvinylchloride

(1 ppm). Any MSmust

hydrazines,asthesearetoxicspecies

also be capable of detectingthe

via

whichcanbebroughtintothecabin

adsorption of enginefuels on theastronaut’sextravehicularmobilityunit(spacesuit,
EMU) after a space walk. The SMCL (water) species include benzene (limit at the

5

pg/L level), 1,2-dichlorobenzene (600 pg/L), CCI, (5 pg/L), and toluene (2000 pg/L).
It is evidentthat,giventhecomplexmixture

ofspeciesinvolvedandtheirbroad

concentration range, a GC system must bedevelopedwhichwillhave

a capability for

preconcentration, and be usable in good part for both air- and water-quality monitoring.
It musthave aselectivitytoelectron-attachingspecies(thefreons,chloroform,

3

CCl,)

for use with an MS operating in its negative-ion as well as positive-ion mode. Finally,
the GC must be consistent with the mass, volume, and power of the present generation
of miniatureMSs.Theminiaturequadrupolemassspectrometerarray(QMSA)
system4, with the appropriate GCs, is capable of separating the approximately 40 major
and minor trace-air species, and approximately 20 trace-water species.
MAIN SECTION
A full description oftheQMSAwasgivenearlier
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and is onlybriefly

described here. The QMSA consists of a miniature electron-impact ionizer, quadrupole
mass-filtersystem,andaminiaturechannel-typeelectronmultiplier.Themass-filter
itself consists of 16 rods, each 2mm dia and 25 mm long. They are arranged in a 4 x 4
patternto form ninequadrupolarregions.Theionsfromtheionizationregionare
extracted and focused using a system of four lenses, an entrance plane, and exit plane.
Allelementscontainninelenslets.Theelectron
lenslets were computed using a

and iontrajectoriesfortheparallel

full three-dimensional, space-charge limited field-and-

trajectories code5.
An overviewdiagram of theinitialtestconfiguration

of the full GC/QMSA

system is shown in Fig. 1. The system was designed to include a GC/QMSA interface,
approaches for controlling flow rates into the QMSA, separations using various types of
interchangeable
GC
capillary
columns,
use

of MEMS (micro-electromechanical

systems)-basedGCinjections,aminiaturesamplingpumpandinlet,andsimple
computer/electronic'control

of theMEMS-based

GC columnand

sampleinlet,MEMSinjector,samplingpump,
vacuumpump.

GC system.Thisillustratesthe

A designmodificationcaninclude

the QMSAwithits

athermal-conductivitydetector

(TCD) placed between the column exit and the QMSA input, and a second QMSA input
which bypasses the GC column completely (see below).
A photograph of one GC/QMSA test configuration

is shown in Figure 2. From

left to right this figure shows: gas sampling bag, miniature pressure regulator,
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Figure 1. Overview diagram of miniature GC/QMSA system. Additional legend is:
GC, gas chromatographic column; TCD, thermal conductivity detector; PC, miniature
preconcentrator.

Figure 2. Photograph of the miniature GC/QMSA breadboard test configuration.
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miniaturecontrolvalves

and sampling pump, controlelectronics(below),

injector, GCcolumnassembly,

MEMS

GC/QMSA interface,andQMSA(withvacuumpump

below the table).
RESULTS

The GC/QMSA instrumentation was demonstrated in preliminary measurements
using various test gas mixtures. Emphasiswas placed in the frrst series of tests on
mixtures simulating the Venus atmosphere. This atmosphere consists of96.5 % CO,
and 3.5 % N,, with trace components of SO,, H,O, Ar, CO, He, OCS, H2S, HDO,
HCB, etc6 Of the important Venus atmosphere components, perhaps the most difficult
to separate by gas chromatography are molecular nitrogen
(N,) and carbon monoxide
(CO) due to their similar chemical propertiesand retention times in many GC columns.
The fact that these compounds have the same molecular weight with the dominant
(parent ion) mass of both appearing at mass 28 (within 1:2300 mass units makes this
especially challenging for QMSA detection. GC/QMSA results for this separation
using a specialized Carboxen porous layer open tubular (PLOT) column
are shown in
Figure 3. Here, a "Venus mixture" of 200 ppm CO in CO, (97%)and N, (3 %) was
used, and the separation effected with the combined GC/QMSA. The first peak eluted
at times t 13m after opening of the sample injection valve corresponds to the ion N,+/

N,. At t-3.5m the CO+/COspecies appears, followed by a iarge pressure rise in the
QMSA caused by appearance of the majority CO, species, causing a large CO,+/CO,
peak. This pressure rise can easily be eliminated with higher pumping speed within the
QMSA enclosure.
Another important component of the Venus atmosphere, within a mixture that
further tests the sensitivity of the present GC/QMSA system, is carbonyl sulfide (COS)
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Figure 3. Preliminary GC/QMSA results for a Venus test mixture containing CO

in CO, and N,

.

in a primarily CO, atmosphere with some admixed N2. Results of this GC/QMSA
sample test are shown in Fig. 4. The QMSA was set to record the mass peak of 60 u
corresponding to COS+/COS.
In terms of system dimensions and power, depending on the sophistication of

design the mass of the GC system alone is about 250-300 g, and the required power
including a thermal-conductivity detector, valves, sampling pump, column heater is less
than 1 watt. Dimensions are about 5 cm dia x 12cm long. The properties of the
QMSA are 1500g mass, 15 watts power, and of dimensions 30 cm (Q)x 12 cm (w) x 8

cm (h). These power and dimensions correspond to the use of commercial off-the-shelf
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Figure 4. GC/QMSA spectrum of COS in CO, and N,. The column material here

was GSQ.
electronics. They can be reduced considerably by more compact designs of power
supplies, ammeter, and onboard microprocessor.

rare gases

Finally, we note that other gas mixtures can be addressed, including

(e.g., Ne, Ar) in a Venus C0,-N, atmosphere; and mixtures of various
for LDHF cabin-air monitoring. Other flow paths can
onecaninclude

SMACs species

be tested. Referring

to Gig. 1,

a TCD after the GCcolumn exit, and a secondinputtothe

QMSA

bypassing the GC completely. One may then have three viable paths to a measurement:
(a) a complete GC-TCD-MS measurements, (b) in the event of a failure of the QMSA a
GC-TCD measurement, and (c) in the event of a failure of the GC-TCD
measurement
alone.
This
flexibility
is
especially
useful

line an MS

in hostile
atmospheres

(radiation at Jupiter, Io, Saturn and Titan; sulfuric acid and high temperatures at Venus)
or in human-critical environments (a lunar outpost, or a Mission to Mars). Finally, for

tracesspeciesatppb

and sub-ppblevels,onemayadd

aminiaturepreconcentrator

which can be useful for effecting about a 100-fold increase in sensitivity of the system.
8

CONCLUSIONS
A miniature GCsysteminconjunction

with aminiaturequadrupolemass

spectrometer array (QMSA)hasbeendesignedandtested.
excellentseparationpropertiesfor

Thesystemhasshown

N,-CO-CO,mixturesusing

column;andaCOS-N,-C02mixtureusinga

GSQcolumn.

aCarboxen

PLOT

The initialdesignis

flexible enough that other gas mixtures and system flow paths can be addressed.
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